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YAHWEH DOES ALL THE TALKING:
The people, they wonder why you are that way. Which way? That way of transparent talk. They
are not used to someone sharing their hurt and painful experiences, and they wonder why you have
that way to give them your real power way. You are so transparent; others have a hard time with
that. And also, with your heavy demon engagement, they wonder how your stories could actually
be true.
I will not grant a person who talks against you a plan to gain a close way. If I tell you that no one
can have that close way, please do not beg Yahweh. Do not beg to be close to those who talk about
you and doubt your work. Remember what I did with those who could not embrace the work I
gave? I did not follow them and beg them to listen to My teachings. They said that My work given
was not the work of the Father and that My teachings were hard. And I let them go. I did not make
anyone eat or drink of My will.
And you have to do the same. Even you sometimes struggle with the harsh ways that I have given,
and you wonder when Yahweh will bring a backing, not so you could have a name for yourself
but so that I will start moving Kingdom power into the earth. You want someone to have Yahweh’s
power to be an instrument in the earth. You just wonder why Yahweh would use such a former
heavy sinner who has dealt with heavy, abusive ways. But Yahweh has a full awareness that you
are no longer that old way and have come into a new power way of living.
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I gave them that plan due to how they spoke ill of you. I heard them talking about us—you and
Yahweh—of how My work pushed into your way could not be an accurate plan. They gossiped
and got others to follow our work and had that scout report back to them what they thought.
“How could a student gain that level of wisdom?”
“How could that student hear God in such long verses?”
“How could her way have that level of spiritual engagement?”
“Look at her work. Something doesn’t feel right about this. This cannot be God’s work. I think she
is in New Age work.”
I can hear them saying that God would not talk about sex stuff or have you visit cemeteries to learn
how I order Death to govern and keep dead people in the death way. No one can help but wonder
how Yahweh would do such training. But if Yahweh were to tell them that they would be asked to
raise up a dead person, they would want to learn about the power level needed to do such a plan.
I have prepared you for deliverance work in the camp. I called you forward. And when Yahweh
calls someone forward, would He not make sure they can handle the work at hand? Would Yahweh
call others to have them train as novices without actual tester work? That’s why your Cave training
was ten years. Thirty years were needed to train you with experiential dealings. Sure, I could have
had you stay under a pastor and have your way look and act on a smaller scope: only what they
carry out. But what training can come forward to prepare your spirit to govern over governments
and build world-level outlets if you were under a local church focused on their small gathering?
See how the mindset is not the same. A local judge focuses on their little territory, and a state
governing plan focuses on statewide ways. And then when the state is in an uproar, they put in a
call to the highest court in your land and would have that highest court—the Supreme Court—
view what has been moved forward, and now brings order over the whole land and all territories
under that plan. Take a look at how you are under the Kingdom order. There are city-level work
outlets. There are organizations that have buildings all over their nation, and some have outlets
over other nations.
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Does having buildings in other nations bring worldwide levels of influence? No, for there is a title
placed on their entity that says they are foreign to that land. But as a world-level prophet, I will
give you an order that will influence the spirit realm of all nations whether they hear of your work
or not. How? I will bring forward My plan that prepares the whole world for the return of Christ.
I must overrule all demons, all natural boundaries, and bring My whole Church under active
Kingdom order. And I needed a human vessel who would say My will in the earth.
The demon, Pure Evil, will not have a herd of humans to govern as the figure called the Antichrist
of the ending; one man will have that way of training. And so, one woman born from the womb
has that calling to bring a world-level Kingdom order into natural and spiritual dealings so that I
will have the way laid out for the ending of the canonized Word of Yahweh to come forward.
I can hear the thoughts of all who are on the earth. I will not let the ill-speaking ones have a way
to build up their outlets with My power from your mantle if there is no honor given to My prophet.
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